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Overuse of health care can cause harm to individuals and threaten
the sustainability of health systems. The importance of addressing
overuse is heightened by the imperative to control healthcare
costs, which were growing substantially even before the COVID-19
pandemic. Unnecessary interventions, treatments, and tests may
harm patients through direct adverse e9ects,[1][2] psychosocial
impacts of labelling,[3] and financial and practical burdens.[4]
Use of ine9ective interventions, sometimes driven by commercial
interests, also harms the health of the public by depleting both
the sta9ing and financial resources needed for e9ective and
e9icient care.[1][5][6] Higher spending on healthcare also draws
resources from other societal sectors that are important to the
public, including education and social care, some of which may
even be more likely than health care itself to improve public
health.[7] It is important, therefore, that attention is drawn to
evidence on interventions that are ine9ective, and we intend to
do this over the coming months in a series of Cochrane Library
Special Collections.

Although these challenges were apparent before COVID-19,
the pandemic has brought even more urgency to the need for
healthcare sustainability. Alongside the considerable human
and ethical pressures faced by patients and healthcare workers
trying to cope with the direct consequence of the virus, the
reorganization of how health care is delivered, including a sharp
increase in virtual health care, and new public health needs
have substantially drained financial and human resources. There
has also been a major impact on health care for patients, with
investigations and treatments being postponed or cancelled,
leading to harm because of delays in timely diagnosis and
treatment.[8][9] Furthermore, societal lockdowns and spending
to combat COVID-19 are leading to substantial and increasing
economic challenges. These may have an even greater impact in
low- and middle-income countries. However, some impacts of the
pandemic might also contribute to more sustainable health care
by, for example, stopping unnecessary surgery and shiEing more
resources into public health prevention measures.

It is now more important than ever that the limited resources
available for health care are used in ways that will generate the
greatest net benefit for patients and be prioritized for those in
greatest need.[10] High-value care needs to be delivered, and
low-value or ine9icient care needs to be identified and safely
wound back. As health systems all over the world face inevitable

decisions about how to tackle health needs with depleted
resources, these decisions need to be made in a transparent way,
informed by reliable and robust evidence, and in keeping with
principles of equity and ethics if health systems are to remain
sustainable and fair.

The pandemic has driven a much-increased public appetite
for health information, and there is an opportunity to advance
health literacy and knowledge by transparent, evidence-based
information that can explain and support resource allocation
choices. Public accountability, trust and engagement in decision
making can enable buy-in and support for these di9icult choices,
both at the level of national or regional policy making and also in
the decisions about the care of individuals. This requires better
access to evidence about the e9ectiveness, or ine9ectiveness, of
interventions, as well as a better understanding of this evidence
by those making choices about health care.

To advance sustainability, there is a need for better and accessible
evidence on which medical interventions constitute low-value
care,[11] as well as how such interventions could be safely wound
back. To contribute to this work, Cochrane Sustainable Healthcare
(sustainablehealthcare.cochrane.org) is identifying recent
Cochrane Reviews where the certainty of the evidence is such
that we can be confident that the results of the studies show that
the intervention has little if any beneficial e9ect, or where harms
outweigh the benefits.[12] These reviews will be included in the
planned series of Special Collections launched today. We are
not recommending that these interventions are abandoned, but
simply that decision makers take this evidence into consideration.
If these interventions have already stopped or been scaled back
because of the COVID-19 pandemic, policy makers, practitioners,
patients, and the public need to be made aware that it would
be safer to not return to pre-pandemic practices. While, if the
interventions have continued, decision makers may wish to
consider how best to de-implement them.

The first Special Collection (De-implementation of low-value
health care: resource prioritization in the COVID-19 pandemic
era) considers resource-intense interventions, including some
that require unnecessary healthcare visits, which have particular
relevance because of the COVID-19 pandemic. The subsequent
Special Collections plan to focus on, for example, pharmaceutical
interventions, which may have limited benefit or important
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harmful e9ects, interventions that the public might consider using
(such as over-the-counter drugs), which have limited benefits or
cause harm, and opportunities for deprescribing ine9ective or
harmful treatments that patients currently receive. Each Special
Collection will be updated periodically.

Our aim with these Special Collections is two-fold: to support
decisions about de-implementation by policy makers, healthcare
workers and patients; and to form a basis for future projects
and collaborations that will advance evidence-based choices
about de-implementation. These projects will also need
to address the need for research into how to achieve de-
implementation in practice, even when there is strong evidence
or little or negative net-value of an intervention to patients.
Many barriers to evidence-based de-implementation have
been identified on both systemic and individual levels, and
much more research is needed to provide an evidence base for
e9ective strategies for de-implementation.[13] Decisions about
de-implementation might also need more information on the
interventions, populations, and outcomes that were studied
than is available in a typical systematic review.[14] Further, there
might be important gaps in research questions asked, populations
included, and outcomes studied and reported. To tackle these
issues, a broad collaboration needs to be established within the
evidence ecosystem, underpinned by better understanding of
the perspectives and challenges for each of the stakeholders
in the pathways between evidence and practice. Cochrane
Sustainable Healthcare is therefore planning to work with
relevant stakeholders, such as national Choosing Wisely campaign
leaders, on various projects and reform initiatives, to ensure that
Cochrane is able meet the needs of those making choices about
de-implementation of low-value health care.

In conclusion, tackling overuse of ine9ective or harmful
healthcare interventions will reduce their direct harms and
prevent waste. It will make health systems and other societal
measures that impact on health more sustainable and more
beneficial for patients, the public and societies. The COVID-19
pandemic has underscored the need for reliable evidence to
support treatment decisions and health policy, and dwindling
public funding of health systems makes the need for evidence to
identify and de-implement ine9ective interventions even more
acute.
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